ST. JOSEPH CATHOLIC COMMUNITY
OLD MISSION SAN JOSE
“BUILDING A PEOPLE OF FAITH”
CAPITAL CAMPAIGN

What People Are Saying:
It is important for us to remember that we are a Eucharistic People. The Eucharist is at the foundation of who
we are. It is for this reason that the new permanent church is the foundation of our parish Master Plan.
Fr. Manny
One thing I have learned over 35 years at St. Joseph, is that when I’m exhausted from giving, I am focusing too
much on the giving and not opening my eyes to the people around me. Because the people here at St. Joseph will
give more to me than I could ever possibly give. I am so grateful for this opportunity to be part of such a
momentous event in the history of St. Joseph Community.
Patricia Chesterman
To me, the church is a place where people gather not just for mass…it is coming together for activities,
fellowship, companionship, and the sharing of common values and goals. It is the place we come to give what
we have to help improve the lives of others and where we hope others will help improve our own. I see a need for
a place that will encourage the growth and inclusiveness of our community. We need a place where not only we
want to come but where others are drawn to join our community of faith.
Debbie Rossetto
St. Joseph / Mission San Jose is our chosen family. Our family, still growing, has outgrown its current home.
We need to expand to meet our needs today and in the future.
Mike Burns
In the design for the new church, no seat is farther than sixty feet from the altar. I think this is very important
because we currently have a “Tale of two churches”. We have the families who sit in the front pews and then we
have the families who sit in the chairs in the back and there is a visible disconnect between the two. Once we are
in the new church we will be one congregation.
Liz Sullinger
My hope is that you will seriously consider doing your best to make our Parish and Building Campaign a
success through the use of your time, talent and treasure in honor & glory of our God.
JoAnn Miller
I am not asking anything of you that I have not already asked of myself.
Fr. Manny

